
Some experts believe that it is better for children to begin learning a foreign language at primary 
school rather than secondary school.

Do the advantages of this outweigh the disadvantages?

"learning a foreign language at primary school or even before than this age is more effective/ influential 
than either at secondary school or ages above." Is it It is true or not? This is the question that experts 
have raised.

Nowadays researches have shown/proven that learning at an early age is more effective/successful than 
at other ages. Researchers claims that children's brain is sharp/children has have a quick brain. In other 
words, they learn most of the materials whatever we teach them in a short time. Moreover, picking up 
sustainably, children hardly forget. For example, all of us remember tales that either our grandparents 
or our parents had told us, similarly poems for children that we had remembered/memorized/learned, 
we have not forgotten. This is the reason why we could not ignore their capacity for fast learning/it 
easily.

Although learning another language is extremely effective at primary schools, continuing this 
approach/way has paramount importance and we should know how to do this. For instance, children 
should be have been taught the basics and primary principles of language such as useful words, making 
sentences, and then in the following steps they could use them. besides, it is good for us that to 
motivate adolescents to use it for showing off themselves and it is our strong suit/strength. If either 
parents or schools fail to address children's educations, they will be at a loss.

At last, we should benefit from this these children's talent to teach them, especially other languages. In 
fact, knowing foreign languages helps them to communicate with other people and, cultures. To put it 
simply way, the benefits are legion.


